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Introducion
Red squirrels (Sciurus vulgaris) are the only
squirrel naive to the Briish Isles. They are
disappearing from the mainland and being
replaced by the introduced American grey
squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis).
The Isle of Wight is an important stronghold for
red squirrels as the Solent provides a barrier to
grey squirrel invasion, although a grey does
someimes ﬁnd it’s way over here.
The Isle of Wight Red Squirrel Forum agreed
that, as part of the Isle of Wight strategy for red
squirrels, an all island woodland survey should
be undertaken every 5-8 years.
Bi-annual woodland monitoring is carried out
in accordance with naional guidelines by Wight
Squirrel Project volunteers and the general
public provide ‘ciizen science’. However, most
sighings are from popular woods for walking
and in areas where there are ‘garden’ squirrels
so are sill gaps in our knowledge.
This survey, based on scieniﬁc methodology,
conﬁrms presence or absence of red squirrels
in woodland blocks and isolated woods > 1ha.
The aim from previous surveys was ‘.....to
survey all woodland over 2ha in extent to
discover the presence or absence of red
squirrels and common dormouse (Muscardinus
avellanarius). ’ The last 2 surveys were
administered by the Hampshire & Isle of Wight
Wildlife Trust.
The 1997 survey was undertaken by a diﬀerent
surveyor and overseen by Wight Wildlife.
For the last 2 surveys, 2005/6 and 2010/11
dormice were included. They are not included
in this survey but any nuts found opened by
dormice were sent to the People’s Trust for
Endangered Species to aid their documentaion
of the species.

Although there are large estates on the Island,
there are also many small woodland owners
with diﬀering ideas on how to manage their
woodland.
There are also a variety of uses for woodland,
tradiional, recreaional and commercial.
Shooing features in some of the larger estates.
Other owners just prefer to ‘let nature takes it’s
course’ and not manage at all. Within certain
parameters it is of course the owners
perogaive to use their land for the purpose
they choose.
The importance of corridors has been long
know and is well documented. It is heartening
to see landowners have taken advantage of
schemes such and JIGSAW, or in some cases,
have taken the iniiaive themselves to plant
trees.
This report is a brief overview as results will be
integrated into ongoing surveys.

Methodology
Woods were surveyed between the beginning
of September and end of December 2016. In
previous years the structure of the woods were
recorded therefore, for this paricular survey,
although the trees species, management and
fruiing age are noted, a full survey of tree
species was not necessary. Any changes were
noted and entered on the survey sheet
(Example sheet in Appendix 1).
Judging woodland structure is subjecive, a
diﬀerent surveyor may view abundant/frequent/occasional diﬀerently.

Where corridor links were good and distances
between woods were judged to be short
enough for dispersing squirrels, woodland was
surveyed in blocks rather than individually as
they appear on the Ordnance Survey map.
In the large blocks where either the there is no
gap between named woodland or there is only
a very short distance or joining hedges, 3-4
points in the block were searched for squirrel
evidence. See example in Appendix 2.
Google Earth was used iniially and then the
links and distances viewed from the ground

Once a sign of squirrels is found, the survey in
that wood is completed. The ime taken to ﬁnd
the ﬁrst sign is noted. Actually seeing a red
squirrel is the best conﬁrmaion but fresh dreys
and fresh food leavings such as hazelnuts,
ﬁrcones and hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna)
seeds are a good indicaion as squirrels access
the seeds using a diﬀerent method to other
small mammals and birds.
As the hazel (Corylus avellana) seed crop was
paricularly poor this year it was decided to
complete the survey as quickly as possible
before the few new nuts produced were buried
under leaves or swept away by heavy rainfall.
In the majority of woods that support large
shoots, access is not granted unil February but
as all these estates have public paths or roads
through or beside them, it was decided to go
ahead. In the event that the survey result was
deemed unsaisfactory using this method then
permission would be sought in February.
By using public paths, previously unknown (to
the author) corridor links were found. Overall,
it improved the survey and knowledge gained.

and the route walked where this was possible.
If there were no physical signs in the woods
themselves or an appropriate tree species
present, then a hedgerow containing fruiing
hazel was searched, but only if it directly joined
the wood.
In some woods it was impossible to ﬁnd signs
as the tree species did not include hazel, a pine
species, honeysuckle (Lonicera periclymenum)
or hawthorn and there was no sighing or drey
spoted.
Occasionally it was possible to ﬁnd a corridor
link to a neighbouring wood that did have the
appropriate tree species.
Alternaively, a
hedgerow atached to a wood may contain fruit
bearing hazel, in which case, this hazel - or pine
- was used for the survey.
Signs of deer are included on the survey sheet,
so signs were looked for.

Results
This survey has conﬁrmed red squirrels are
widespread on the Isle of Wight and that
connecivity between woodland blocks has
been improved through schemes such as
JIGSAW.

The largest woodland blocks are at Swainston,
Briddlesford, Combley, Bouldnor/Hamstead
and Bowcombe. Also Kemphill, Rowlands and
Chillingwood were considered one block from
a squirrel’s viewpoint.

Of woods or woodland blocks sampled, 95%
were posiive for red squirrel presence..
Comparison with previous surveys given below.

Woods in and around Whiteﬁeld are either
very close together or joined by short
hedgerows or well within dispersal distance. In
other words, as a large forest that has clear
felled areas may look to a squirrel.

Table showing results for red squirrel
distribuion from all comparable
woodland surveys
1997

71%

2003

86%

2010

90%

2016

95%

In spite of the very poor hazelnut crop,split nuts
were found in 75 % of woods, whilst 11% were
stripped pine cones. Only 10 squirrels were
seen during the whole survey.

No signs of deer were found. The ground was
very hard for most of the ime taken to look at
the woods but even outside the deer farm at
Chale there were no signs, or any of sign of deer
in the ﬁeld for that mater.
It was interesing to note that in a very poor
seed crop year, the hazel that produced nuts
were the large old stools. The smaller stools,
paricularly if shaded, do not produce a good
nut crop even in average years. Edge stools of
around 10 years usually produce a nut crop but,
for the most part, even these did not do well in
2016. Graphs showing character of woods and
tree species are given on the following pages.

Pie chart showing type of sign found.
Staisics include ﬁnding more than one type of sign, eg a squirrel sighting and a split hazelnut in the same search.

Charts and graphs

Pie chart showing tree species for all woods
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Discussion
Red squirrels are ubiquitous on the Isle of Wight
and although density numbers (Wight Squirrel
Project ‘ciizen science’ data and bi-annual
monitoring) are thought to have fallen since
2010, they are well spread out across the Island.
This is contrary to 26 years ago when I started
red squirrel work. At this ime, shortly ater the
hurricanes, numbers were low and distribuion
not as widespread.

at smaller woods, the role of parks and large
gardens in providing red squirrel refuge and
food supply.

These results will be used in conjuncion with
other data sets to build up a picture of red
squirrel populaions since 1990. Fluctuaions in
numbers and distribuion, including perceived
reasons for the diﬀerences, will be put together
with DNA analysis and post mortem results.

It is intended to map where these areas are and
look at data held by Wight Squirrel Project to
ascertain if there is any correlaion to an
increase in red squirrel numbers in good years
or a beter survival rate in poor years where
there is supplementary feeding.

Management is not always obvious and clearly
in some cases there was some form of management but not on an annual basis.

Overall our red squirrels are using most woodland, although it superﬁcially appears the
density levels are lower now than in 2009 and
2010 when they appeared to reach a peak. It
is intended to analyse data collected since 1991
to look at trends relaing to weather condiions
and nut producion.

Given the producivity of old hazel stools,
paricularly if they are unshaded, priority for
woodland owners managing for red squirrels
and other small mammal should be to retain
these old stools. Although there will come a
ime when coppicing is the best opion so they
remain viable.
A further study of corridor links and a survey of
smaller woods, is planned to start in the
autumn of 2017. As the Isle of Wight woods are
largely a mosaic of small woods with hedges
linking them, this survey will show where
possible new planings might further boost
connecivity.
Saying that, JIGSAW has already vastly
improved linkage between small woods
enabling squirrels, and other species, to move
more freely and for the previously isolated
woods to become part of a larger complex.
Wight Squirrel Project will coninue the study
of red squirrels on the Isle of Wight by looking

Supplementary feeding, although frowned
upon by some, does appear to help our red
squirrels survive in areas where they may not
otherwise be found, such as parks and urban
areas.

The tree species in our woods, as can be seen
from the graphs above, is quite mixed, which is
good for any wildlife. Scots pine is a staple food
for red squirrels but there is a paucity in Isle of
Wight woods and is noted only as ‘occasional’.
Given that Scots pine is an important species
for red squirrels it’s disappoining there are so
few.
The Isle of Wight is seen as a naional stronghold for our naive red squirrels so we should
feel duty bound to provide habitat conducive
to their survival. Corridor links and sensiive
habitat management must be a key component
of forestry plans if they are to thrive long term.
With a few excepions, red squirrels are not a
priority for woodland owners.

